D. Live Performances & Digital Production

For Digital Production, please refer to the VDS applies irrespective of event size. Please check with venue owner if their venue is able to support Digital Production.

Event capacity can be up to 1,000 persons or 75% of the venue capacity, whichever is higher.

For mask-on setting, safe distancing 1 metre is required for the duration of the class.

The maximum number of participants per event at any one time is limited to 50 in a room.

Facilities must be modified to accommodate safe distancing. Wherever possible, separate group seating and use of barrier walls is encouraged.

For mask-off activities, the following applies:
- No class size limits for mask-on activities
- VDS applies if external parties are involved
- VDS is not required if only NUS staff and/ or students are involved

F&B can be supplied and consumed within the stated group size and safe distancing in Section A.

All CCA activities are not permitted to include a stay-in component.

VDS applies if external parties are involved.
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